1. Introduction. In this paper we introduce the notion of a recurrent random walk on a topological semigroup and establish results parallel to those given in [3] and [6] . In §2 we find that the definition of recurrence used in [3] and [6] is not suitable for semigroups. In §3, using a modified definition, we deal with random walks on locally compact completely simple semigroups which have been shown to be important in the study of random walks on semigroups [7] , [8] , [9] , [10] . The problem of recurrence on general compact semigroups is considered in [11] . A few remarks are mentioned in §4 where general compact semigroups are also considered. Some definitions and notations used later on are given in the following paragraphs.
Let S be a locally compact Hausdorff topological semigroup and p be a regular Borel probability measure with support $CS.
Let Xx, X2, ... be a sequence of independent random variables on some probability space (ß, 2, P) with values in S, having the same distribution. P(X E B) = /i(5), for any Borel ACS.
(As usual, we identify the process Xn with the usual coordinate representation process in the sequence space S* = fi, having the same distribution.) The sequence Z" -Xx X2 • • • X", n = 1, 2, ..., is called a right random walk on S generated by p. (A left random walk is similarly defined.) The set D = U"_ií,n, the closed subsemigroup generated by $, is called the support of the random walk {Z"). By the kernel K of D we shall mean the minimal (if it exists) two-sided ideal of D. We shall use the following notation: A~lB = {s G S; as G B for some a G A], x~lB = {s G S;xs G B). Also, Z* Z" = A*+1 A*+2 • • • X". We have for Borel B, P(Zn G B) = p"(B), where p" = p*p*---*p (n times). It can be easily verified that P(Ztt+k G B | Z" = x) = pk(x~lB) = the kth transition function for Z". [We assume Z"'s to be measurable.]
The semigroup 5 is said to be completely simple if S is homeomorphic and isomorphic to a topological product S = ExGX F where E, Fare left-zero and right-zero semigroups resp., G is a locally compact group and the multiplication of elements in E X G X F is defined by (e,g,f) ■ (e',g',f) = (e,g(fe')g',f).
If ë G £(S) = the set of idempotent elements of S, then in the above representation we may (and do) choose E = S(Se), G = ëSë, F = £(ëS), so that FE C G and the homeomorphism is given by tj: E X G X F -* S, i}(e,g,f) = egf, T)-1 : S -* E X G X F, T»-1 (s) = (s(ësë)~l, ësë, (ësë)~ls) (see [1, pp. 46 , 61] and [10] ). If S is isomorphic to G x F where the multiplication of elements in G x F is reduced to direct-product multiplication (g,f) • (g',f) -(gg'J'X then 5 is called a right group. (A left group is similarly defined.) A right group is right simple (xS = S for all x G S) and left cancellative and every idempotent is a left identity in S. We observe that if 5 is completely simple and x = (e,g,f) G S, then xS = {e} X G X Fis a right group [1, p. 46].
2. Preliminaries. Suppose Xx, X2, ... are independent identically distributed random variables with values in a locally compact group G. In [3] and [6] an element g G G is defined to be recurrent for the right random walk Z" = XXX2---Xnif (1) P(Z" G Ng infinitely often (i.o.)) = P(fT=, U*%,{Z* G ATg}) = 1, for all open neighborhoods Ng of g. Let R' = the set of recurrent elements in the sense of (1).
An element g G G is called possible if for each Ng there exists a k such that P(Z* G Ng) > 0. It was proved that (i) either there is no recurrent element or the set of all possible values are recurrent and form a closed subgroup of G;
(ii) there are recurrent values if and only if 2 P(Zn E N) = oo for all neighborhoods N of the identity of G.
The following example shows that condition (1) is not natural for random walks on semigroups.
Example 2.1. Let S = E x G be a left group where the group G = {I,a} and the left-zero semigroup E = {ex,e2} so that exe2 = e2 = ex, e2ex = e § = e2. Let />{(£>#)} = 4 f°r eacri (e>£) e 5-Consider the right random walk generated by ¡i, Zn = XxX2 • • • Xn. Since P(Z" = (ex, 1) i.o. \ZX = (ex,\)) -1, we should say that (ex, 1) is recurrent. However, according to (1), (ex, 1) is not recurrent because P(Z" = (ei,l)i.o.) = |<l-This is due to the fact that a random walk on semigroups may have disjoint nonempty communicating classes;(3) certainly this cannot happen in groups. Also we cannot expect statement (i) above, to be true in semigroups because there exist nonessential(3) classes; this can be seen in the following example (which shows that not every possible state is recurrent). In the remaining part of this section, let R' be the set of recurrent states of {Z"} as defined by (1) . Recall that D is the set of possible states for Z". We shall show below that if S is a completely simple semigroup then either R' = 0 or R' = D = a right subgroup of S, thus generalizing a corresponding result in [3] and [6] . Proof. Since D is inside a right group (Lemma 2.1) and since a right group with multiplication from the right is a group, the proof given in [3] and [6] can be applied in our case. In fact one may assume that D itself is a right group by Lemma 2.1; if R' # 0, then every d G D has the property that 2 m"(^</) = °°f or all Nd since the set of points with this property is an ideal and D is simple; then using similar arguments as in [6] , it follows that if (g,e0) G R' and (c,e) G D, then (c_1g,e0) G R' and R' is a left ideal. Also by the argument in [6, Theorem 4, p. 452], every idempotent e G D is in /?', from which one obtains
Following the arguments in [3] and [6] (see above proof) we can also show the following Theorem 22. If S is a right group, then R' # 0 if and only if 2f-1 P(Z" G Na) -2 /*"(AO = oo for all neighborhoods Na of some a G D. 3 . The main results. In this section we shall assume that S is a locally compact, completely simple semigroup, i.e., S = Ex Gx F as in §1. From the results in §2, we can see that it is more reasonable to define, for random walks on semigroups, a recurrent state as following: Definition 3.1. We say that x G S is a recurrent value for the right random walk Z" = Xx X2 • • • X" on S if x G D and, for each neighborhood Nx of x,
Notations. We write (i) PX(E) m P(E | A", -x).
(ii) R = {x G D; x is a recurrent value }. The following proposition of independent interest shows that for fixed elements /, /' G F, whether x -» y i.o. is independent of e G E and depends only on the product of the G-coordinates. which, given/, Nf. and Nu, depends only on gxxgy. Hence, for Nw = A^ Xg"Nu X Nf. we have by a computation of z~xNw as in (2), x~xNy = z~xNw as long as «■»'«V -g7l8w Therefore
Q.E.D.
Lemma 3.1. Let E be compact. Then for each Nu of the unit element u in G and for eachf E F there exists Nfoffin F such that Nfe C Nu(fe)for all e E E.
Proof. Let N = Nu and / G F be given. For each e E E, there exist Nfe in G, Nf in F, Ne in E, such that:
NfeNf~x C N, NfNe C Ak, and hence, for every e' G A7,,
fe' C A/,,, Ar/e(/e'Y-' C N, NfNe C fy C N(fe') for all e' G Ne.
Since a finite collection of Ne's cover £, say A^, A^, ..., A^, then the desired neighborhood is Nf = D Np, where Np is the neighborhood of / in F chosen above relative to Nei, i = 1,2,..., n. Q.E.D. Proof, (i) Suppose z ■+*y i.o. Then Pz(Zn E Ñy f.o.) = P(Z" E z~xÑy f.o.) > 6 > 0 for some neighborhood A^, of y. Choose H = Cx Gx F where C C E is compact such that P(ZX G Hc) < e/2. This implies that P(Zn E Hc i.o.) < e/2, since the set {Zn E Hc i.o.} is contained in {Zx E Hc}.
(ii) Suppose x = (e,gx,fx), y = (e,gy,fy), z = (e,gt,f), and Ñy = Ne X Ñgi X Ñfy, Ny = Nex Ngr x Nfr, N; = Ne x Ngi X Nfi, where A^ A^, Ñf>, and A^ are neighborhoods of e,fy and/ in is and F respectively, and Ngy = g^A^, Ñg> = gyÑu and Ngi = gz Ñu with Nu, Ñu, Ñu being neighborhoods of the identity u of G. It is easy to compute (4) z-* Ñy = {(a,b,c) G S; cG Ñf) and ¿» G (f2aYxg?gyNu),
Af ' Ny = {(a,b,c) G S; c G /v}, and b G (Nfia)"1 #"'g2"'gyNu}.
(iii) Write Or'Ap n H = A, (Nz~lNy) n H = B. Since C is compact, by (4) and (5) 
This is a contradiction. Q.E.D. Proof. The "=>" part is trivial by the Borel-Cantelli lemma. We shall prove the "<=" part in four steps. (4) Step I. Let k be a fixed positive integer. Let A be a given neighborhood of u^. Since oo = 2 RjZ, G A) = 2 2 PUtf(Zj+ik G A), Step II. We find A0 C A such that A0 = {(e,b,c);c G Nf,b G Nu(ce)~1}, where A^ is a neighborhood of/and A" is a neighborhood of the identity u in the group G. Then it can be checked easily that which can be seen to be a subset of Nx by properly choosing Nf and Nu" since for every é, e" E Ex, (fe')~\fe")u(fe")-l(fe') C N'u, so that there exist N"fi N"u such that
(N"fe')-l(N"fe")N"-xN"u(N"fe")-l(N"fe') C N'u.
Step III. We claim that for all k (a positive integer)
PUtl(Z" G AT for all n > k) = 0.
To prove this, let e > 0. Let Ex be a compact subset of £ such that /*((£ -£i ) X G X F) < e. By
Step II, we can find A^, a relative neighborhood of uef in {e}xGx F, such that Aff1 N2 D Ex X GX F C ujflN. Now, PUtl(Zn G A all n > k) < P(Z" G u;/ A all n > k) < P(Zn <£ A2-'A2 n Ex X G X Fall n > k) < P(Z" G N2~lN2al\n > k) + P(Z" G (£-£,) X G X F for some n) = 0 -I-£ (by Step I).
(Note that {Z" G (E -Ex) X G X F for some n) is contained in {Z, G (E -Ex) X G X F}.) Since £ > 0 is arbitrary, our claim is proven.
Step IV. We have Proof. By Proposition 3.3, xD is a closed right group. Let £(xD) be the set of idempotents of xD and let/ G £(xD). Since y -»/, for each neighborhood A of / there is k such that R(Zk G A) > 0; by lower semicontinuity in x of the function pk(x~xN) (e.g., see [7, p. 143 (ii) Either R = 0orR = D = a completely simple subsemigroup.
Proof. By Proposition 3.3, D -E X G X F is completely simple and by Lemma 3.4 , there is an idempotent ue} = (e,(fe)~x,f) G R. Since (e',g,f)
(e,(fe)~\f) = (e',g,f) E R (since R is a left ideal of D by Lemma 3.3), we obtain t% ■« {e'}xGx{f} C R for all e' G E. Since (e,(fe)~x,f)(e,g,f) = (e,g,f) C tfyD C /? by Lemma 3.4, G^ C /? for every /' G F. Consider next G¿y, for any e" E E,f E F. Since the idempotent (e',(fe')~x,f) E R, again by the above argument, G¿¡. C R and hence R = D. The rest of the claims follow easily from Proposition 3.2. (6) For proof, observe that 2 P.(Z" G Ny) = oo for all Ny implies that y G Closure (xD) C {e}xGxF, where x = (e,g,f). Also equations (6) and (6') in Theorem 3.1 are valid with PUtf replaced by ^-measure and the last part of the proof of Theorem 3.3 applies in this case.
Definition 33. We say that Z" is a recurrent right random walk if R ¥= 0. Proof. There exists an open ideal / such that K C / C U by a result of R. J. Koch and A. D. Wallace [5] . There is k such that pk(I)> 0. We observe that (7) p"+k ( Q.E.D.
Theorem 4.1. Let S be a compact abelian semigroup and let K be the kernel of D, the support of the random walk {Zn} on S. Let R', R be the sets of states which are recurrent in the sense of (1) (10) and (11) will obtain from the following relations respectively: P(Z" G Nac eventually) > P(Z" G Afle eventually, Z* G Nb) > P(Zk-'Z" G AjT1 A/ eventually, Z* G Nb) > 0 (7) For, if N, D n Nx # 0 for all N" Nr then we can find nets ya e A^ x, e A, and rf" e £) such that .)>"</" = jc" and y" -» >, x" -» jc which implies jc e ^Z). To prove (12) and (13), suppose that a -* b, i.e., b = ad for some d G D. Choose Ng, Ng-such that NaNd C Nb and choose k such that P(Zk G Nd) > 0. Then (12) and (13) A remark on invariant measures for Z" when S is completely simple. Suppose fi#0.
Consider any recurrence class of D, say aD, a G D. We say that the ofinite measure v is invariant for {Z"} on aD if it is invariant for the restricted transition function P(x,A) -p(x~lA) on aD, i.e., faD P(x, -)v(dx) = p(-). By 
